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Washington through the American Minister in Haiti, and that such
proposals would receive sympathetic consideration. Thereafter, the
Haitian delegates supported their colleagues from Cuba at the
Montevideo Conference in attacking the United States on the score
of intervention in Caribbean countries, and helped to secure the
adoption by the Conference of a declaration condemning interven-
tion by one state in the internal or external affairs of another.1
The acceptance of this declaration by the United States delega-
tion and the general attitude adopted by that delegation during
the Montevideo Conference seem to have gone far to convince the
representatives of Haiti, as well as those of other countries, that the
Roosevelt Administration was sincerely endeavouring to act the part
of a 'good neighbour' in its relations with other American countries.
The improvement in the atmosphere was marked when, in March and
April 1934, President Vincent of Haiti paid a month's visit to the
United States. At Washington on the 15th April he had an oppor-
tunity of discussing outstanding questions with President Roosevelt
and members of the Government, and the two Presidents issued a
joint statement announcing that they had discussed 'in the most
friendly and cordial manner the different problems arising in the
relations between the Governments of the United States and of Haiti'.
President Roosevelt, it was stated, intended to ask Congress for
authority to make a gift to Haiti, on the departure of the United
States marines in October 1934, 'of a portion of the Marine Corps
material which the Haitian Government' felt'would be useful to it'.
The two Presidents had 'exchanged views regarding the possibility
of a commercial agreement which would increase the flow of goods
between the two countries'.  They had also 'discussed a new form
of financial administration3 which was satisfactory to their two
Governments and which should, in their opinion, "be equally satis-
factory to the holders of the bonds of the 1922 loan5.   They were
both 'inclined to the belief that the policy of the good neighbour'
would be ' signally manifested in the results' which would be obtained
from their exchange of views and from negotiations which were
taking place 'with a view to the practical application of the decisions
reached in principle' during their conversations.   The statement
ended with an expression of faith that Haiti would 'now be in a
position to look forward to her future with the greatest confidence'.
The proposal for a 'new form of financial administration' which
was discussed at Washington was submitted to the Haitian Congress
for approval after President Vincent's return.   The proposal was
1 See section (i) of this part of the present volume.

